
FLAME CUTTING - Precision in Steel Processing  

  

 

Welcome to WOLF + HEKEL 

We would like to offer you some insights into the steel processing with a brief overview of our 

company. Our philosophy is based on three essential success metrics in the market: strong 

performance, flexibility and quality. These three are value-determining factors for everything we do 

and for how we do it. Our employees are a key part of our philosophy. We serve our clients locally 

through well-trained sales employees. They work individually and as part of a team. Our staff is 

specialized, competent and committed. In our extended plant, we now also stock larger quantities of 

well-assorted materials which are available to you at any time. Through purchasing directly at well 

known plants, we ensure the quality of our products and are able to react sensitively to market 

changes. Therefore, we are able to purchase all grades directly from the manufacturer at any time. 

Just in time deliveries and framework agreements with stockpilling are services our customers 

appreciate. For this purpose, we have six flame-cutting machines in four halls at your disposal 

throughout the year which work in two-shift operation. 

Our central theme is quality. 

■  Our operations are technically and commercially supported by state-of-the-art IT technology. Your 

sketches, data, and drawings are entered into our system. Afterwards, everything is processed with 

CAD. This offers you and us a decisive time and information advantage.  ■  Since 1995, we use a 

certified quality system according to DIN EN ISO 9001 to comply with your individual standards and 

quality requirements. From purchase to delivery, the goal is to provide 100 % quality in products and 

services, regarding the authorization to restamp, and in the commissioning of flame-cut parts.  ■  In 

terms of production, we exceed standard measures. Processing piece weights of up to 50 tons and 

autogenously flame-cut parts up to a thickness of 800 mm with maximum width and length, is 

everyday business for us. Our specialty is flame cutting on various levels!  ■  Multiple inspections 



accompany every order: Internal (e.g. the ultrasonic test or the nondestructive crack detection) and 

external (e.g. the quality control of our materials by independent laboratories). 

  

through well-known companies. We understand the art of refining the steel business with flexibility. 

Based upon a highly efficient, flexible and quality-oriented production, we manufacture workpieces of 

all grades, that are cut and processed according to your individual needs. Let us prove it to you! 

  

  

High quality steel processing - www.wolf-hekel.de 

 

Good in all grades 

For our customers we will go through thick and 

thin. From sheet metal up to finished parts, we 

deliver everything from a single source - reliably 

and individually! 

  

Any further questions ?  

Give us a call. We can procure any material that 

is not on stock 


